
Microsoft Power Apps modernize processes by removing the barriers that keep ideas from turning into apps.
With Power Apps, everyone, no matter their skillset, can add business value by quickly and securely developing

innovative apps to reduce inefficiencies and solve business challenges. Power Apps connect apps to your
data with the click of a button so you’re always ready to act on new insights, all without compromising your

security, governance and compliance standards.

Automate and enhance repetitive and time-consuming processes and reduce
errors across your organization.

Microsoft Power Apps
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Innovate custom apps in hours - not months

Key Benefits

Increased development agility

Speed & savings
Reduce time & cost building web and mobile applications, enabling you to
get through your development backlog.

Efficiency
Effortless Dynamics 365, Office 365, and Azure integration. Remove your
data siloes through low-code with Common Data Service and AI Builder.

http://www.kwixand.com/


Key Capabilities

Simplify app development, without constraints
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Deploy quickly, add value continuously

Integrate data with just a few clicks

Build apps without risk
Clear the way for innovation by empowering first line workers and business users to
develop apps that improve processes without compromising your security and
compliance standards

Streamline app development for non-technical team members and seasoned
developers alike with the out-of-the-box components you need and the limitless
customization options you want

Launch working apps in a fraction of the time with a platform designed for agile
deployment, so you can deliver value fast and continuously evolve features to
further benefit your business

Create business apps that act on the data you collect and use every day—
capture new data directly, integrate data from hundreds of sources with pre-
built custom APIs, and act on insights with the click of a button. Integrate data
with just a few clicks.

Infuse AI to add powerful in-app intelligence
Automate manual processes with pre-built, AI-infused app components that
allow users to leverage built-in intelligence and discover actional insights with a
simple point-and-click.

http://www.kwixand.com/


Discover how Power Apps Can Drive Business Growth.

Contact us for more information:
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Build powerful end-to-end business solutions by connecting Power Apps across the entire Microsoft Power
Platform—and to Office 365, Dynamics 365, Azure, and hundreds of other apps—to drive innovation across
your entire organization.

Microsoft Power Platform

Unify data from many sources to create interactive, immersive dashboards and reports that provide
actionable insights and drive business results.

Power BI

Power Automate
Include powerful workflow automation directly in your apps with a no-code approach that connects to
hundreds of popular apps and services.

Power Virtual Agents

Easily build chatbots to engage conversationally with your customers and employees—no
coding required.

Run single apps

$12.80 CAD

Per user/app/month

$10.00 USD

Run applications around a single
business scenario for an individual

employee.

Pricing 

Run unlimited apps

$51.20 CAD

Per user/app/month

$40.00 USD

Run unlimited applications for
multiple business scenarios.
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